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Annex: Comments on the ER
Table 3.3 Policies and Supplementary Guidance Assessment
The Historic Environment
We note that the historic environment policy assessed within the ER (pages 27, 28 and 29)
is not the same as the one appearing in the Proposed LDP. We therefore assume that an
older version of Policy HE 1 was appraised here. Regardless of this, we do not consider
that either an older or a newer version would be appropriate for the inclusion in the Plan as
it does not provide a clear or robust framework for assessing developments that could have
an impact on the historic environment.
We have concluded that the policy cannot successfully mitigate significant adverse impacts
on the historic environment in its current form. We are therefore raising the historic
environment policy as an unresolved issue and our fuller justification for this will be provided
in the representation form.

Historic Scotland
06 May 2015
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Please use this form to make comments on the
Proposed Aberdeenshire Local Development
2016. If you are making comments about more
than one topic it would be very helpful if you
FRXOGÀOOLQDVHSDUDWHIRUPIRUHDFKFRPPHQW
Please email or send the form to reach us by
8th May 2015 at the following address:

Post: Planning Policy Team
Infrastructure Services
Aberdeenshire Council
Woodhill House
Westburn Road
ABERDEEN
AB16 5GB
Email: ldp@aberdeenshire.gov.uk

YOUR DETAILS
Title

Mr

First name John
Surname
Date

Findlay

6 May 2015

Postal Address Ryden LLP, 25 Albyn Place, Aberdeen
Postcode

AB10 1YL

Telephone Number
E-mail

01224 588866

john.findlay@ryden.co.uk

Are you happy to receive future correspondence only by email - Yes
Are you responding on behalf of another person? Yes
If yes who are you representing

✔

✔

No

No

Dunecht Estates

An acknowledgement will be sent to this address soon after the close of consultation.

YOUR COMMENTS
Please provide us with your comments below. Please feel free to add any extra pages you
may require. We will summarise comments and in our analysis will consider every point that
is made. Once we have done this we will write back to you with Aberdeenshire Council’s
views on the submissions made. We will publish your name as the author of the comment,
but will not make your address public.

0RGLÀFDWLRQWKDW\RXZLVKWRVHH
Please refer to Paper Apart.

Reason for change
Please refer to Paper Apart.

PAPER APART

REPRESENTATIONS ON BEHALF OF DUNECHT ESTATES TO THE
PROPOSED ABERDEENSHIRE LOCAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN 2016

OBJECTION:
POLICY E1, NATURAL HERITAGE AND SUPPLEMENTARY GUIDANCE 5, LOCAL
NATURE CONSERVATION SITES
Background
Dunecht Estates are generally supportive of Policy E1 and its associated Supplementary
Guidance.

Five sites in the Estates ownership are identified as potential Local Nature

Conservation Sites (LNCS) but the Estate has serious concerns regarding the extent of land
designated at Barmekin Hill (Site 6) and Loch of Skene (Site 64[Site 61 at MIR stage]).
Dunecht Estates, as one of the largest private land owners in the North East of Scotland, has
a keen interest in the protection of the environment and takes its management responsibilities
seriously in this regard. As a consequence it has helped to protect and enhance those sites
now proposed.
Based on that experience there is considered to be no justification for the amount of land
designated at Barmekin Hill and Loch of Skene.

The Estates concerns were raised in

response to the Main Issues Report (MIR) but were dismissed and no adjustments made.
Modifications Required
The boundaries of the sites at Barmekin Hill (Site 6) and Loch of Skene (Site 64), as identified
in Appendix 5 of the proposed Local Development Plan 2016 (LDP), should be reduced in
accordance with the description and maps attached at Appendix 1.
Justification
The new Scottish Planning Policy, published subsequent to the MIR, is entirely consistent
with earlier policy in relation to the designation of nature conservation sites. Paragraphs 197
and 198 identify the range of factors against which sites must be assessed. These factors are
as follows:
“When considering whether to designate new local nature conservation sites for their
biodiversity or when reviewing existing designations, planning authorities should assess sites
against the following factors:
•

species diversity, species or habitat rarity, naturalness and extent of habitat,

•

contribution to national and local biodiversity objectives,
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•

potential contribution to the protection or enhancement of connectivity between
habitats or the development of green networks, and

•

the potential to facilitate enjoyment and understanding of the natural heritage.

Local nature conservation sites designated for their geodiversity should be selected for their
value for scientific study and education, their historical significance and other cultural and
aesthetic value, particularly for their potential for promoting public awareness and enjoyment.”
Parts of the site at Barmekin Hill, as set out in the response to the MIR, do not possess any of
the above factors. Some of the land is semi-natural woodland with potential to provide wood
for biomass and therefore should not be designated.
Only that part of the site currently managed under the Scottish Rural Development
Programme should be designated as the LNCS. This area has been managed since 2013 for
lowland heath and natural regeneration of woodland.
At Loch of Skene the area designated should be restricted to that of the current designation.
That boundary relates to the Loch of Skene status as a Ramsar site, SSSI, SPA and Natura
site. The existing site covers the features thought to be important for their biodiversity and
geodiversity on a national and international scale.
The additional areas now proposed for inclusion are arable land, commercial woodland and
also an area of clear felled woodland. It is contended that these areas do not possess the
factors to justify designation as a LNCS. The areas coloured green on the map of Loch of
Skene at Appendix 1 are areas managed intensively for agriculture. It is highlighted that when
reviewing calls for designation of additional sites consideration was given to the addition of
the waterway between the Loch of Skene (Site 64) and the Leuchar Moss (now Site 60). The
justification for its exclusion is stated in part as due to the fact that the burn passes through
intensively managed agricultural land with the conclusion that the section does not meet the
criteria for inclusion. That same analysis and decision should be taken in relation to the
agricultural land within Site 64.
On the basis of the above, and the response to the MIR, the boundaries should be reduced
accordingly.
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Appendix 1

Please use this form to make comments on the
Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan Main
Issues Report 2013. If you are making comments
about more than one topic it would be very
helpful if you could ﬁll in a separate form for
each comment.
Please email or send the form to reach us by 1st
February 2014 at the following address:

Question Number being answer

Email: ldp@aberdeenshire.gov.uk

YOUR DETAILS
Title
First name
Surname
Date
Postal Address
Postcode
Telephone Number
E-mail

Are you responding on behalf of another person? Yes
If yes who are you representing

Please provide us with your comments below ensuring you tick the appropriate box to
highlight what issue you are commenting on. Please feel free to add any extra pages you
may require, ensuring you highlight the issue. We will summarise long comments and in our
analysis will consider every point that is made. Once we have done this we will write back to
you with Aberdeenshire Council's views on the submissions made. We will publish your name
as the author of the comment, but will not make your address public.
Are you answering a question?

Post: Planning Policy Team
Infrastructure Services
Aberdeenshire Council
Woodhill House
Westburn Road
ABERDEEN
AB16 5GB

Are you happy to receive future correspondence only by email - Yes

YOUR COMMENTS

No

No

Dunecht Estates

An acknowledgement will be sent to this address soon after the close of consultation.

Yes / No

Please use this form to make comments on the
Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan Main
Issues Report 2013. If you are making comments
about more than one topic it would be very
helpful if you could ﬁll in a separate form for
each comment.
Please email or send the form to reach us by 1st
February 2014 at the following address:

YOUR COMMENTS
Please provide us with your comments below ensuring you tick the appropriate box to
highlight what issue you are commenting on. Please feel free to add any extra pages you
may require, ensuring you highlight the issue. We will summarise long comments and in our
analysis will consider every point that is made. Once we have done this we will write back to
you with Aberdeenshire Council's views on the submissions made. We will publish your name
as the author of the comment, but will not make your address public.
Are you answering a question?

Post: Planning Policy Team
Infrastructure Services
Aberdeenshire Council
Woodhill House
Westburn Road
ABERDEEN
AB16 5GB

Yes / No Yes

Question Number being answer

Email: ldp@aberdeenshire.gov.uk

YOUR DETAILS
Title
First name
Surname
Date
Postal Address
Postcode
Telephone Number
E-mail
Are you happy to receive future correspondence only by email - Yes
Are you responding on behalf of another person? Yes

No

No

If yes who are you representing

An acknowledgement will be sent to this address soon after the close of consultation.

Save this form to your system for your own records and send a copy to the address on the previous page

PAPER APART
Representations to the Main Issues Report on behalf of Dunecht Estates in
response to Question 11 relative to Local Nature Conservation Sites
Dunecht Estates, as one of the largest private land owners in the North East of
Scotland, has a keen interest in the protection of the environment and takes its
management responsibilities seriously in this regard. As a consequence it has
helped to protect and enhance a number of already designated sites which are
now proposed as Local Nature Conservation Sites (LNCS).
Five of the LNCS’s identified in the MIR fall within land owned and managed by
the Estate. Whilst the Estate is generally supportive of the ‘preferred option’ it
has concerns regarding the site boundaries and the extent of the areas identified
at Barmekin Hill (Site 6) and Loch of Skene (Site 61).
The identification, or review, of sites and their extent must be considered in the
context of Scottish Planning Policy. Paragraph 141 identifies a range of factors
against which sites must be assessed. The relevant section advises;

“When considering whether to designate new local nature conservation sites for
their biodiversity or when reviewing existing designations, planning authorities
should assess sites against the following factors:
•

species diversity, species or habitat rarity, naturalness and extent of
habitat,

•

contribution to national and local biodiversity objectives,

•

potential contribution to the protection or enhancement of connectivity
between habitats or the development of green networks, and

•

the potential to facilitate enjoyment and understanding of the natural
heritage.

Local nature conservation sites designated for their geodiversity should be
selected for their value for scientific study and education, their historical
significance and other cultural and aesthetic value, particularly for their potential
for promoting public awareness and enjoyment.”
Having regard to the above Dunecht Estates wish to comment on the detail of the
following sites with particular reference to the extent of the areas designated.

Site 6: Barmekin Hill
Reason for designating: “A relatively large site with a good mosaic of
habitats including heathland, rush pasture and birch woodland. These
habitats have a good diversity of plants including some locally rare species
such as mossy stonecrop and smooth-stalked sedge.”
With regards to this site Dunecht Estates wish to restrict the area proposed as a
LNCS to the area currently managed under the Scottish Rural Development
Programme.
Dunecht Home Farms currently manage the Barmekin Hill site as a tenant of
Dunecht Estates. In 2013 Dunecht Home Farms began managing Barmekin Hill
in accordance with their successful application to the Scottish Rural Development
Programme: Rural Priorities (SRDP). If Barmekin Hill is to be designated under
LNCS then the Estate believes that the area should be limited to the boundary of
the SRDP application as highlighted by the dark shading on the attached plan.
This area is managed for lowland heath and natural regeneration of woodland.
The area highlighted orange on the plan is semi-natural woodland with potential
to provide wood for biomass and therefore should not be designated.
The orange area and the remainder of the site, shown in a lighter hatch, outwith
the SRDP area does not possess the factors for assessment of potential LNCS
as outlined in Scottish Planning Policy and therefore should be excluded from the
LNCS.
Site 61: Loch of Skene
Reason for designating: “Loch of Skene forms a large body of open water
surrounded by wet woodland, pine woodland, reedbed, heathland, with
smaller patches of fen and bog. The wet willow woodland is one of the
largest of this habitat type within Aberdeenshire. The loch has an
interesting aquatic flora and attracts a good variety of birds including
breeding and winter visitor, and a good diversity of invertebrates.”
With regards to this site Dunecht Estates wish to restrict the area proposed as a
LNCS to the area currently designated.
The boundary highlighted in blue relates to the Loch of Skene’s status as a
Ramsar site, SSSI, SPA and Natura Site. This site covers the features thought to
be important for their biodiversity and geodiversity on a national and international
scale.

The area highlighted in green is arable land in active use and therefore should
not be designated. It is managed responsibly and has had no adverse impact on
the Loch of Skene.
The area highlighted in orange is commercial woodland and clear felled
woodland and therefore should not be designated.
It is contended that the parts of the site outwith the area already designated,
nationally and internationally, do not possess the factors for assessment of
potential LNCS as outlined in Scottish Planning Policy. As such it is respectfully
requested that they be excluded from the LNCS designation.
The following sites also fall within land owned and managed by Dunecht Estates
but the Estate has no objection to their designation or their boundaries;
•
•
•

Site 34, Downie Point to Catterline Coast;
Site 41, Forest of Birse; and,
Site 80, The River Dee.

On the basis of the above, Dunecht Estates respectfully request that the
boundaries of Local Nature Conservation Sites 6 (Barmekin Hill) and 61 (Loch of
Skene) are adjusted in accordance with the attached plans.
The Estate would be pleased to meet with the Council should further clarification
be required on these matters.

Please use this form to make comments on the
Proposed Aberdeenshire Local Development
2016. If you are making comments about more
than one topic it would be very helpful if you
FRXOGÀOOLQDVHSDUDWHIRUPIRUHDFKFRPPHQW
Please email or send the form to reach us by
8th May 2015 at the following address:

Post: Planning Policy Team
Infrastructure Services
Aberdeenshire Council
Woodhill House
Westburn Road
ABERDEEN
AB16 5GB
Email: ldp@aberdeenshire.gov.uk

YOUR DETAILS
Title

Mr

First name John
Surname
Date

Findlay

6 May 2015

Postal Address Ryden LLP, 25 Albyn Place, Aberdeen
Postcode

AB10 1YL

Telephone Number
E-mail

01224 588866

john.findlay@ryden.co.uk

Are you happy to receive future correspondence only by email - Yes
Are you responding on behalf of another person? Yes
If yes who are you representing

✔

✔

No

No

Cabardunn Development Company Limited and Dunecht Estates

An acknowledgement will be sent to this address soon after the close of consultation.

YOUR COMMENTS
Please provide us with your comments below. Please feel free to add any extra pages you
may require. We will summarise comments and in our analysis will consider every point that
is made. Once we have done this we will write back to you with Aberdeenshire Council’s
views on the submissions made. We will publish your name as the author of the comment,
but will not make your address public.
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Please refer to Paper Apart.

PAPER APART

REPRESENTATIONS ON BEHALF OF CABARDUNN DEVELOPMENT
COMPANY LIMITED AND DUNECHT ESTATES TO THE PROPOSED
ABERDEENSHIRE LOCAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN 2016

OBJECTION 1:
POLICY R2, HOUSING AND BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT ELSEWHERE IN THE
COUNTRYSIDE
Background
Cabardunn Development Company Limited and Dunecht Estates generally welcome a Policy
that encourages housing throughout Aberdeenshire with the aim of supporting a long term
sustainable pattern of development. However, they object to the more restrictive nature of the
Policy compared to that of the extant LDP.
Modifications Required
The bullet points listing acceptable development should be extended to include small scale
growth of settlements; and in the rural housing market area, small scale employment proposals
and small scale additions to cohesive groups.
Kirkton of Durris should be reintroduced to Appendix 4 as an ‘identified settlement’. The
distance criterion in relation to small scale growth should revert to 400m and the redevelopment
of brownfield sites should not be limited to small scale development.
Replacement houses should not automatically be required to occupy the same site and there
should be greater flexibility in the replacement of vernacular buildings.
Justification
Rural development is a key policy area for Aberdeenshire with the aim of supporting a long
term sustainable pattern of development that balances need, aspirations and demand for
development in rural areas outwith settlements. The Policy, introduced in the extant LDP
(2012), marked a step change in the Council’s approach to rural development. The change
was generally welcomed and the results are now evident throughout the Shire. Given this
success it is contended that it is too soon to amend policy and potentially constrain the
economic growth it is starting to deliver in rural areas. The full terms of the extant policy must
be given a longer period of time to properly assess how it is performing in terms of achieving
the aims of Aberdeenshire Council.
The requirement that replacement buildings must occupy the same site is overly restrictive.
There must be a degree of flexibility where, for example, residential amenity could be improved
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if the building was re-sited. It may also be beneficial for climatic, solar gain or road safety
reasons to re-site the replacement building or buildings. Similarly, whilst the reuse of buildings
with vernacular architectural merit is generally supported, care must be taken to maintain a
degree of flexibility.

In many cases older buildings will be beyond economic repair and

replacement, where possible with the reuse of any granite down takings or features, may result
in a development more sympathetic to its setting.
The encouragement to the redevelopment of brownfield land is supported by Cabardunn
Development Company Limited and Dunecht Estates. The reuse of brownfield sites is a key
plank of Scottish Planning Policy’s drive to secure sustainable development and is supported
by the SDP.
However, concern must be expressed regarding the restriction to small scale development.
The capacity of the site will be dictated by many factors, not least its scale and the Plan should
not assume that all brownfield sites will be small scale. To do so limits the potential of such
sites to deliver sustainable development and regenerate an area.

OBJECTION 2:
POLICY H1, HOUSING LAND
Introduction
Along with much of the house building industry, Cabardunn Development Company Limited
and Dunecht Estates contend that there has been a serious failure of the extant LDP to deliver
the housing land requirements set by the approved SDP. These issues were highlighted by
the housebuilders in response to the Main Issues Report (MIR) and again, in response to the
MIR Addendum.
These responses explained the need for the Council to undertake a robust exercise to
accompany the LDP to test the effectiveness and deliverability of all land which is assumed to
meet the housing requirement and to allocate further land as necessary to meet the full 10 year
life span of the Plan. No such exercise has been undertaken and there is a continued reliance
on sites carried forward from earlier Plans.
This supply is further constrained by the cap imposed on the number of units that can be
developed on allocated sites, regardless of the size of the site. That is contrary to SPP and
SDP Guidance and should be removed.
Modifications Required
A robust review of the deliverability of allocated sites should be undertaken to assess their
effectiveness. Additional sites should be allocated to replace those that cannot be delivered
during the Plan period.
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The cap on the number of units that can be developed on an allocated site should be removed
with the unit numbers provided in Appendix 5 and the Settlement Statements being for guidance
only.
Justification
SPP published in June 2014 firmly focusses on the delivery of sustainable development and in
particular, the delivery of housing in specified Plan periods. Paragraph 115 requires Plans to
set out the housing supply target for each functional housing market area based on evidence
from the Housing Needs & Demand Assessment. It advises that the housing supply target is a
policy view of the number of homes the authority has agreed will be delivered in each Housing
Market Area over the periods of the Development Plan and Local Housing Strategy. The
subsequent paragraph 116 requires that within the overall housing supply target, Plans should
indicate the number of new homes to be built over the Plan period.

In allocating sites

paragraph 119 advises that Planning Authorities should be confident that land can be brought
forward for development within the Plan period and that the range of sites allocated will enable
the Housing Supply Target to be met.
Planning Authorities cannot simply allocate sites to meet the requirements and sit back. They
must ensure that those sites can be delivered and houses built within the Plan period. If that
cannot be achieved, as is clearly the case in Aberdeenshire, additional sites must be allocated.
It is incumbent on Plans to deliver units on the ground. This is essential to ensure there are no
difficulties with delivering housing later in the Plan period.
The Council’s fall-back position is the 2014 Housing Land Audit, which highlights a supply in
excess of 5 years in the Aberdeen Housing Market Area. However, that masks the failure of
the Local Development Plan to deliver housing in the 2012 – 2016 period. As an example, that
part of the Aberdeen Housing Market Area falling within Aberdeenshire was allocated 5,000
units by the Strategic Development Plan for the period 2012-2016.

The extant Local

Development Plan identified sites to accommodate 4,751 units (Appendix 5, Table 1), yet only
1,451 units are expected to be delivered by the end of 2016 (Appendix 5, Tables 4,5 & 6). This
results in the failure to deliver 3,549 units in the Aberdeenshire part of the Aberdeen Housing
Market Area in the period to 2016.
The extant Local Development Plan advocated a draw-down mechanism to take sites forward
from the 2017-2021 period to address any shortfall. Unfortunately, the Plan’s reliance on large
sites to deliver the housing requirement means that this approach has not been possible as the
majority of potential draw-down sites are Phase 2 of these larger sites. If the first phase is not
delivering the second phase certainly cannot.
This can be highlighted by reference to two of the larger sites to the south and north of the city.
The new settlement at Chapelton of Elsick was expected to deliver 1,845 units in the period
2012-2016, but in actual fact will have delivered only 270 units based on the draft 2015 Housing
Land Audit figures. As a consequence, the 2,200 houses allocated on that site for the period
2017-2026 cannot be delivered until the balance of 1,575 units has been built. At Cromley
Bank, Ellon, that site was allocated to deliver 745 units in the period 2012-2016. To date, no
3

units have been delivered on that site and the 2015 draft Housing Land Audit indicates that, in
actual fact, no units will be delivered on that site by the end of 2016. Similar scenarios exist
throughout the Aberdeen Housing Market Area.
The only way this can be resolved is through the allocation of additional sites which are capable
of early delivery to ensure that housing is delivered within the time periods specified by the
SDP. All of these issues were raised in response to the MIR and the MIR Addendum.
The failure of the Local Development Plan to deliver the required housing within the specified
Plan periods is compounded by an increased demand for housing.

Revised household

projections, published in July 2014, identified a higher requirement for the period 2017-2026
than set out in Figure 10 of the Strategic Development Plan. This, in itself, justified a review of
the housing allocations to ensure a generous land supply, as required by SPP, capable of
addressing the increased housing requirement.
Furthermore, analysis undertaken in responding to the MIR Addendum indicated that there was
a significant imbalance between the City and Shire in terms of the effective supply with the
Shire relying on the City to deliver the bulk of the post-5 year effective supply. To address this,
it was argued that the housing land supply in the Aberdeenshire part of the Aberdeen Housing
Market Area should be increased by over 2,800 units.
On the basis of the above, and given the focus of Scottish Planning Policy on delivery of
housing, there is a compelling case for the allocation of additional sites through the Local
Development Plan 2016. Cabardunn Development Company Limited and Dunecht Estates
have put forward a range of sites in a number of settlements capable of addressing this.
Objections to the failure of the Plan to allocate these sites have been made to the relevant
Settlement Statements. All are capable of early delivery and should be considered for inclusion
in the Local Development Plan 2016.
A further means to help address the shortfall is to remove the cap placed on the number of
units that can be developed from allocated sites. There is absolutely no justification for this.
SPP imposes a presumption in favour of development that contributes to sustainable
development. This requires that policies and decisions should be guided by giving due weight
to economic benefit; making efficient use of existing capacities of land, buildings and
infrastructure; and, supporting the delivery of accessible housing. The Strategic Development
Plan is also perfectly clear that “…land brought forward for development must be used
efficiently”. It also highlights the need to invest in both existing and new infrastructure to
ensure the area has enough people, homes and jobs to support the level of service and facilities
needed to maintain and improve the quality of life.
The true capacity of sites can only ever be determined through detailed design. At Plan
preparation stage it can be no more than an estimate based on an average density. Given the
fact that roads, drainage and other infrastructure will have been provided to facilitate the
allocated number of units, if a site is capable of delivering more units, the developers should
be allowed to utilise that infrastructure to ensure that the maximum benefit accrues from that
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investment. The numbers allocated to specific development sites through the Plan should be
no more than a guide.

OBJECTION 3:
POLICY P2 OPEN SPACE AND ACCESS IN NEW DEVELOPMENT
Introduction
The wording of Policy P2 relative to open space requirements is unacceptable. The 40% and
120 sq m requirements are inflexible and seek to impose a “one size fits all” requirement to
each and every situation.
The Policy approach advocated by the proposed Plan reflects that initially promoted through
the extant Plan when published as a proposed Plan in 2010. The requirements at that time
were the subject of substantial objection and the Policy wording was amended by Reporters at
the Examination in Public to address the concerns of objectors. The proposed Plan seeks to
reintroduce the original wording considered unacceptable by the Reporters.
Modifications Required
Wording of Policy P2 should be amended to set a general target of 40% open space provision,
but be mindful of individual site and settlement circumstances. The Policy should make it clear
that in each case, the actual proportion will take account of the location, function and
characteristics of the development proposal and site; the function of the open space proposed;
and, where appropriate, the function and characteristics of existing open space in the area.
The above should also be applied to the requirements for open space provision on allocated
sites of less than 50 homes.
Justification
As currently worded, the Policy requirement to devote at least 40% of each major development
site to good quality open space is unacceptable. It takes no cognisance of the quality or quantity
of open space or other areas of recreation in the immediate vicinity or indeed, the wider
settlement. Each site and settlement is different in nature yet the Policy requirement fails to
draw any distinction between those sites lying in urban areas and those lying in rural areas,
which may already benefit from access to significant areas of recreational land. A site could sit
immediately adjacent to an existing parkland or an extensive amenity woodland, yet still be
expected to meet the 40% requirement.
Aberdeenshire is primarily a rural area, where residents have relatively easy access to vast
areas of beach, countryside and woodlands. For this reason, a “one size fits all” approach is
inappropriate and the Policy should be more targeted towards those communities where there
is an identified shortfall or they lack access to areas of countryside for public enjoyment. For
5

those reasons the Reporter at the previous Examination considered that the Policy should
provide some flexibility to accommodate site and settlement characteristics. This requires to
be recognised in the proposed Plan.
The requirement to provide at least 40% open space provision on larger sites and at least 120
sq m on sites of less than 50 homes demonstrates a distinct lack of understanding of the
commercial basis of land and property development. The burden placed on landowners and
developers is compounded when the requirements for affordable housing and developer
obligations are factored in. These burdens will have an inevitable impact on the delivery of both
mainstream and affordable housing. In addition to the provision of public open space land will
also be lost to accommodate distributor roads, community facilities etc, which taken together,
could make sites unviable for development.
The requirements also conflict with other Planning Policy aims, such as the efficient use of land
and the creation of sustainable mixed communities, where a mix of house types and affordable
housing are to be provided. The requirement could also prejudice the Strategic Development
Plan target for a density of 30 dwellings per hectare in Strategic Growth Areas. Aberdeenshire
Council in evidence to the previous Examination in Public acknowledged that their open space
expectation would result in a development density of 22 houses per hectare, a figure well below
the then Structure Plan requirement. As a consequence, the Reporters concluded that “In
providing a suitable density for development and a range of house types, there may not
be the opportunity to provide the open space envisaged and provide sustainable
developments”.

The Reporter went on to advise that such provision may lead to

unsustainable development patterns, which do not comply with government objectives or the
requirements of the then Structure Plan. The Structure Plan requirements referred to have
been carried forward into the Strategic Development Plan, to which the proposed Local
Development Plan must conform. As a consequence, there is no justification for Aberdeenshire
Council seeking to reintroduce more onerous requirements in terms of the provision of public
open space.

OBJECTION 4:
POLICY C4, FLOODING
Introduction
Cabardunn Development Company Limited and Dunecht Estates recognise the impact flooding
can have on people and businesses and are supportive of the precautionary approach to flood
risk. NPF3 supports a catchment-scale approach to sustainable flood risk management and
SPP provides a flood risk framework to guide development. However, Aberdeenshire Council
appear to ignore this and introduce an entirely new framework in Policy C4. As a consequence,
Cabardunn Development Company Limited and Dunecht Estates strongly object to the wording
of Policy C4, which would seriously constrain the amount of developable land.
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Modifications Required
Policy C4 should be amended to properly reflect the flood risk framework set out in Scottish
Planning Policy at Section 263.
Justification
Cabardunn Development Company Limited and Dunecht Estates appreciate that it is
incumbent upon planning authorities to have regard to the probability of flooding from all
sources and take flood risk into account when preparing development plans and determining
planning applications.

This is advocated by Scottish Planning Policy at paragraph 258.

However, SPP then goes on at paragraph 263 to advise that Local Development Plans should
use the flood risk framework set out in that paragraph to guide development. This sets out
three categories of coastal and water course flood risk, together with guidance on surface water
flooding, and the appropriate planning approach for each.
It defines little or no risk as an annual probability of coastal or water course flooding of less than
0.1% (1:1000 years), yet Policy C4 requires development in these areas to be designed to be
flood resistant and use construction methods to assist in the evacuation of people and minimise
damage. This adds yet further cost to development when there is absolutely no basis for such
a requirement.
Low to medium risk is defined as an annual probability between 0.1% and 0.5% (1:1000 – 1:200
years). Scottish Planning Policy considers such land to be suitable for most development
although it notes that a Flood Risk Assessment may be required at the upper end of the
probability range (1:200 years), and for essential infrastructure and the most vulnerable uses.
Whilst medium to high risk is defined by Scottish Planning Policy as an annual probability of
flooding greater than 0.5% (1:200 years), it considers that such land may be suitable for
residential, institutional, commercial or industrial development within built up areas, provided
flood protection measures to appropriate standard already exist and are maintained, are under
construction, or are a planned measure in a current Flood Risk Management Plan. In terms of
surface water flooding, infrastructure and building should generally be designed to be free from
surface water flooding and rainfall events where the probability of occurrence is greater than
0.5% (1:200 years).
Despite the clear framework set out in Scottish Planning Policy, Policy C4 imposes an entirely
arbitrary risk level of 1:400 years and advises that they will not approve development on what
they term to be land at medium or high risk of flooding. This limitation has entirely no basis and
should be removed. The existing levels of flood risk have been devised on the basis of analysis
of weather trends and flood events, and already include a free board allowance above the 1:200
years risk.
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OBJECTION 5:
POLICY RD2, DEVELOPER OBLIGATIONS AND ASSOCIATED SUPPLEMENTARY
GUIDANCE
Introduction
Cabardunn Development Company Limited and Dunecht Estates contend, like many others,
that the developer obligations being imposed by Aberdeenshire Council are becoming a “roof
tax” on development. Objection is also taken to the ever expanding list of services and
infrastructure which developers are expected to contribute to, particularly where those services
are the statutory responsibility of other bodies who receive central government funding through
taxation for their functions.
The Policy and Supplementary Guidance fail to have proper regard to Scottish Government
Circular 3/2012: Planning Obligations and Good Neighbour Agreements. They should be
reviewed in accordance with the strict principles set down in that circular.
Modifications Required
The introductory paragraph to Policy RD2 should be amended to properly reflect the
requirements of Circular 3/2012. In particular, the terms “fairly and reasonably relate” are
not recognised in the Circular.
The requirement for contributions to the Strategic Transport Fund and to healthcare facilities
should be removed from the plan.

Supplementary Guidance relative to the remaining

requirements should be reviewed and a more robust justification provided in accordance with
Circular 3/2012. The Settlement Statements should also be amended to make it clear whether
certain infrastructure contributions will be required and provide an indication of the magnitude
of those contributions.
Justification
Paragraph 2 of Circular 3/2012 advises that it sets out the circumstances in which Planning
Obligations and Good Neighbour Agreements can be used and how they can be concluded
efficiently.

It emphasises that planning authorities should promote obligations in strict

compliance with the tests set out in Circular 3/2012.

Those tests are reiterated in the

Supplementary Guidance but the preamble fails to note that planning obligations should only
be sought where they meet all of the tests. The wording of the third test must also be amended
to accurately reflect the wording in the circular. The word “or” has been omitted.
The Circular further advises that planning obligations have a limited, but useful, role to play in
the development management process where they can be used to overcome obstacles to the
grant of Planning Permission.

It emphasises that planning obligations should be agreed
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between the parties involved; developers should not be required to enter into a planning
obligation. Increasingly however, developers are being left with no alternative but to enter into
a planning obligation.

The formulaic approach adopted by Aberdeenshire Council and

conveyed through the Supplementary Guidance prevents developers with a “fait accompli”
leaving little scope for flexibility or negotiation. The wording of Policy RD2 simply seeks to
reinforce that.
The opening sentence to policy advises that a Council will support development if the developer
makes a reasonable contribution in cash or in kind. It reiterates this in the following sentence
that contributions must fairly and reasonably relate in scale to the proposed development.
However, “fairly and reasonably” are not terms used in the circular.

It requires that

contributions “...must always be related and proportionate in scale and kind to the
development in question”. This needs to be accurately reflected in the policy wording.
The subsequent paragraph advises that further guidance on developer obligations is provided
in the Settlement Statements. However, many of the statements contain ambiguous references
as to the requirements for certain types of obligations. It would appear to be a case of “if in
doubt ask for it”. This approach hardly provides the development industry with the certainty
required or expected by Scottish Planning Policy and makes negotiation with land owners
extremely difficult. The Circular is perfectly clear that the Development Plan should be the point
at which consideration of the potential need for, and use of, planning obligations begins.
Paragraph 32 advises that in drafting Development Plans, planning authorities should work with
infrastructure providers, other local authority departments and consultees to undertake a robust
assessment of infrastructure requirements, the funding implications and the timescales
involved. On this basis, it is perfectly reasonable to expect that the Local Development Plan,
and Settlement Statements in particular, should provide clarity on the range and scale of
contributions expected.
Experience within the development industry would suggest that planning obligations are being
sought on nearly every development, whether that be for community facilities, education,
healthcare, etc. Often those obligations are being sought even where there is pre-existing
capacity, particularly in relation to education and healthcare. It is contended that if capacity
exists in any facility or infrastructure, the development should be allowed to utilise that spare
capacity without having to make contributions.
The formulaic approach currently used by Aberdeenshire Council and set out in the
Supplementary Guidance to calculate the scale of contributions should be reviewed. It takes
no account of individual site and local circumstances. For example, the cost of a new build
primary school in Fraserburgh could be significantly different from that in Laurencekirk.
Similarly, the reconfiguration costs of no two buildings will be the same. If the Council are to
persist in such an approach, there should be scope for the return of any unspent funds.
Turning to the items to which contributions are expected, Cabardunn Development Company
Limited and Dunecht Estates contend that there are no grounds for contributions to the
Strategic Transport Fund, which primarily relates to Aberdeen City, or to healthcare provision.
The Strategic Transport Fund seeks a defined contribution from every house falling within a
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Strategic Growth Area, and in some exceptional cases falling within local Growth and
Diversification Areas, regardless of the impact in scale and kind that the development proposed
has on the junctions to be improved as part of the Strategic Transport Fund. The Fund was
promoted through the Strategic Development Plan and considered at the Examination in Public
into that Plan. The Reporter concluded that contributions could only be sought to the Strategic
Transport Fund where there was a direct impact arising from the development. This was
effectively to comply with Circular 3/2012. Policy and Supplementary Guidance as presently
worded, fails to recognise this.
Cabardunn Development Company Limited and Dunecht Estates do not accept that
contributions to health facilities are legitimate, particularly to medical centres, dental facilities
and community pharmacies which primarily operate as commercial ventures. Healthcare is
funded by central government through taxation. It is inappropriate for the development industry
to be expected to provide subsidy to the National Health Service.
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